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TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT

(Maximum Marks : 100) [Time : 3 hoursl

PART-A
(Maximum marks: l0) Marks

I. Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks'

l. Define maxi cab.

2. Name the tlPe of bus oPeration'

3. Define Peak Period.

4. Define deferential fare.

5. Define super elevation (5x2:10)

PART - B
(Maximum Marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions . Each question carries 6 marks'

l. Sketch any three mandatory signs and name it'

2. List the duties of a conductor.

3. Explain the factors consider in crew scheduling'

4. List the factors influencing fuel economy.

5. List the responsibilities of a dealer.

6. Explain the different types of gradients in road construction.

7. Sketch and explain road intersections. [5x6 =30]

PART- C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries l5 marks)

UNIT I

III (a) Describe the factors to be consider for the site selection of vehicle depot. (8)

(b) Write the procedure for obtaining the driving license. (7)
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OR

List the factors considered for deciding fleet strength.

Explain the registration procedure for the vehicle.

UNIT- II

Explain the operating characteristics of bus operation.

State the factors to be considercd in traffic interference.

OR

VI (a) Write a short note on

(i)MAGLEV (ii)ETB (iii)LRT (iv)TOFC

(b) Explain hou'to make bus schedule.

UNIT- III

VII (a) Define following rerms.

(i)Duty roaster (ii)Trip sheer (iii)Way bill (iv)Fare stage

(b) Describe the types of fare collection methods.

OR

VIII (a) Describe the duties of work shop manager and mechanic.

(b) Explain various schemes for accident preventions.

UNIT _ IV

IX (a) Explain functions of insurance companies and corporations.

(b) Explain the terms used to describe the damage of vehicles.

OR

X (a) Explain various design considerations in road construction.

(b) Describe the hill road construction.
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